
St Clare’s Catholic Primary School Medium term topic plan                    Autumn 1        War & Peace (WW2)         Year 5        2021

Main focus/ theme
for week

English writing Science History/ Geography Music Computing Art/DT MFL
French

PSHE PE

Week 1 Why did
WW2 Start?

Who started
World War II -
Version I/III -
YouTube

Character description
Based on GMT

Can I identify the planets of the
solar system?

Can I appreciate that there is not always
a single answer to historical questions?

Can I identify
the features
of wartime
songs?

Children
learn and
sing wartime
songs.

Can I use search
engines to find
information?

Can I design a class
charter?

Can I ask and answer
simple questions?

Can I face new
challenges positively
and know how to
set personal goals?

Tag Rugby Can I
complete a pop pass
and pocket pass?

Week 2
The Blitz

The outbreak of war

Setting description
use Literacy Shed the B;itz as
stimulus for writing and first
hand accounts.

Can I describe the rotation of the
earth to enable night and day and
how the earth orbits the sun every
365 days.

. Can I find and research information
about the Blitz, the use of ARP wardens
and shelters?

Can I identify
the features
of wartime
songs?

Children
learn and
sing wartime
songs.

Can I use search
engines to find
information?

Can I apply learnt skills
into my artwork?

Blitz pictures
Can I create silhouettes

Can I count to 100 in
French?

Can I understand my
rights and
responsibilities as a
citizen of my country?

Tag Rugby
Can I send and receive
a ball under pressure
to my left and right?

Week 3
Evacuation

Can I write using the
features of letter writing?

Can I describe the movement of
the Moon relative to the Earth?

Can I select reliable sources of evidence
to answer questions about the past?

Look at accounts of evacuation and air
raid shelters.

Children
learn and
sing wartime
songs

Can I use search
engines to find
information?

Can I create a design for

an air raid shelter?
Consider appropriate
materials for building a
model air raid shelter.

Can I understand how
to pronounce some
letter strings?

Can I understand my
rights and
responsibilities as a
citizen of my country
and as a member of my
school?

Tag Rugby
Can I pass a rugby ball
consistently and
accurately?

Week 4

Propaganda and
recruitment

Can I write using the
features of letter writing? Can I describe the Sun, Earth and

Moon as approximately spherical
bodies?

Can I understand and explain the
term solar eclipse?

Can I begin to understand the concept
of propaganda?

Can I
improvise
and
compose
rhythmic
and melodic
phrases?

Can I format the colour
of a text box and
shape?

Can I understand
methods to keep myself
safe online?Can I
understand the dangers
of working and
communicating online?

Can I create a model air

raid shelter  using junk
modelling materials?

Can I understand the
main points of a
passage when listening
to familiar language?

Can I my own
behaviour
because I understand
how rewards and
consequences feel?

Tag Rugby
I can pass missing
players in a line and
score a tap penalty?

Week 5
The military during
WW2

Can I write using the
features of a newspaper
article?

Can I explain the seasons ?
Look at propaganda posters, copy
features to create own

Can I
develop my
own
composition
?

Can I insert images
from a variety of
sources?

Military Epaulettes

Can I use a full range of
secondary, tertiary tints
and tones to good effect?

Can I discuss my family? Can I understand how
an individual’s
behaviour can
impact on a group?

Tag Rugby
Can I attack inn
staggered lines and
receive passes on a
run?

Week 6
Life during the
conflict

Can I write using the
features of a newspaper
article?

Can I understand and explain the
concept of time zones?

Can I select reliable sources to
influence my work?

Can I begin
to
understand
the staff and
the musical
stave?

Can I use find, search
and replace?

Military Epaulettes
Can I use a full range of
secondary, tertiary tints
and tones to good effect?

Can I describe and
write about the items
in my house?

Can I understand how
democracy and having
a voice benefits the
school community and
know how to
participate in this?

Tag Rugby
Can I apply my skills
effectively in a game
situation?

Week 7
The home front

Can I write a balanced
argument about evacuees in
WW2?

Can I investigate the history of
space travel?

Can I describe causes and consequences
of major events in a period studied?

Can I begin
to
understand
the staff and
the musical
stave?

Can I insert a hyperlink
into my work?

Military Epaulettes

Can I create a good quality
finish to my design?

Can I describe and
write about the items
in my house?

Incorporating adjective
to build description.

Can I I understand how
democracy and having
a voice benefits the
school community and
know how to
participate in this?

Tag Rugby
Can I develop game
understanding and
complete a full game of
tag rugby?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0k7z39C-a1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0k7z39C-a1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0k7z39C-a1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0k7z39C-a1w

